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תַשְלִיְ

Tashlikh 

"And Thou wilt cast ("ve-tashlikh") all their sins into the depths of the sea." Michah, 7:19 





We come to this body of water today to perform the ancient Tashlikh ritual.  Tashlikh from the 
Hebrew meaning “to cast away.”  

In the shadows of shortening days, on the bright edge of the New Year, we come bearing crumbs that 
represent the heft, the inevitable weight of a full year's actions and inactions, regrets, missed 
opportunities that interfere with our living full and meaningful lives. 

We reach deep into our pockets. We grab hold of those miserable crumbs, feel them in our hands, and 
then cast them into the current. With the specks of bread floating away we are freed of these burdens. 
Pockets empty, we move lightly, freely, into the New Year. We are ready to rededicate ourselves to our 
ideals. 



We read together from the prophet Micah 7:18-20 

Mi Ayl Camokha n’say avon v’yovayr al pasha lisharit nakhaloto 
Lo hekhezik lo ad apo ki khofaytz khesod hu 
Yoshuv y’rakhamaynu yikhbosh avonasaynu 
V’tashlikh bimtzulot yom kol hatotam 
Titayn emet l’ya akov khesed l’avrohom 
Asher nishbato la avotaynu mi may kedom 



Every Year at this Time 

Every year at this time 
We reflect on the year past and look 
toward the year to come 
We are called to the flowing water 
Water – that sustains life (Mayim 
Khaim) 
We watch the current – like time - 
like our lives – it just keeps flowing 
-  
Never stopping 

And these crumbs that we will toss 
– these burdens – these sins  
We discard them, toss them as far 
as we can 
May they no longer be a part of us 

As they are carried away – they 
move on – so we can move on 
may they be swept away – be gone! 
May all be forgiven 

We pray that like the endless 
current 
That our journeys may continue 
That we keep moving 
refreshed, lighter, unburdened, 
renewed 
into a new year. 



Fun Haynt iz Eybik – From Today is Forever 

I stroll often in a nearby park- 
Old trees wildly overgrown, 
Bushes and flowers blooming all four 
seasons, 
A creek babbling childishly over pebbles, 
A small bridge with rough-hewn railings –  
This is my little park. 

It’s mild and gentle 
In the breath-song of the park 
And good to catch some gossip 
From the flutterers and fliers. 

Leaning on the railing of the bridge, 
Seeing myself in clear water, 
I ask, Little stream, 
Will you tumble and flow here 
Forever? 

The creek babbles back, laughing, 
Today is forever. 
Forever is right now. 

I smile, a sparkful of believing, 
A sighful of not-believing: 
Today is forever. 
Forever is right now… 

Malka Heifetz Tussman (trans, MF) 



WE CAST AWAY and WE EMBRACE 

We cast away: Doubt, disbelief, and apathy. 
We embrace: Audacious hope.  

We cast away: Inertia and acceptance of things as they are  
We embrace: Shared humanity and a belief in a better world. 

   
We cast away: Intolerance. 

We embrace: Bearing witness and raising our voices for equality and freedom. 
  
We cast away: Indifference to the wellbeing of the earth. 
We embrace: Caring about each other, Caring about our world, 

We cast away: pessimism and cynicism 
And we embrace: the belief that we can be the change we have been waiting for.  

We cast away: Individualism, isolation, self-interest and distraction 
And we embrace: connection, humility, and the hope of transformation. 

Together we cast away our despair. 
We embrace one another. 
And we commit to action. 
Together we will right the balance of our world. 

-- Adapted from Jews for Racial and Economic Justice, NYC by Courtney Fleisher, 
Gail Farber, Shir Shalom 2004 



We cast away the sin of vain 
ambition,  

We cast away the sin of 
stubbornness,  

We cast away the sin of 
indifference,  

We cast away the sin of pride 
and arrogance 

We cast away the sin of envy 

We cast away the sin of 
selfishness,  

We cast away the sin of wasting 
time,  

We cast away the sin of 
wasting the earth’s resources 

We cast away the sin of cluttering 
our lives and our homes with 
confusion and things that are not 
important. 



Ha-shi-vei-nu A-do-nai ei-le-kha ve-na-shu-vah 
kha-deish ya-mei-nu ke-ke-dem. 

(together) 

Turn us to You, and we shall return; 
Renew us as in days of old. 



Avinu Malkeinu
(responsively) 

Avinu Malkeinu, she-ma ko-lei-nu 
God, hear our prayer. 

Avinu Malkeinu, we have sinned before you. 
God, have mercy on us and on our children. 

Avinu Malkeinu, inscribe us for blessing in the 
book of life. 

God, grant us a year of happiness. 

Avinu Malkeinu, Be gracious and answer us, for we 
have not done enough good deeds. Please love us, 
be generous with us, and help us. 



God, looketh from heaven.  He beholdeth the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve.  
He fashioneth all their hearts alike.  He considers all their works. 

We call out:  Hear us.  Forgive us.  Free us.   Relieve us from the burdens of our sins.   

Avinu malkeinu, Khanaynu vanaynu Ki ayn banu ma’asim 
Asay imanu, tzedaka vakhesed v’hoshiaynu


